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*2 I. Introduction

In 1998, the United States (U.S.) Federal Circuit Court of Appeals (CAFC) drastically expanded the scope of patent law to include business methods. Although casual observers might consider this decision a radical step, it was actually the culmination of a long, logical progression of steps starting from the recognition of patents containing computers and software as components to the recognition of software patents independent of any other patentable element, and finally, to the State Street Bank recognition of business methods independent of computers and software.

The logic of the court’s legal analysis in State Street Bank is difficult to refute. Yet, from a policy standpoint, its implementation has been highly problematic. Historically, algorithms and business methods had not been subject to patent coverage. However, unlike patent law in Europe and Japan, U.S. patent law does not expressly exclude such claims from the scope of patentable subject matter. As long as the claim covers an invention that is novel, useful, and non-obvious, it is entitled to patent protection under U.S. law. Today, nearly a decade after State Street Bank endorsed the granting of business method patents, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) struggles with determining the quality of accepted business method applications and has been criticized for issuing questionable business method patents. On the international front, the two other major patent law regimes, Europe and Japan, which do not recognize business method patents, have attempted to harmonize their business method and software patent law treatment with the U.S. approach. However, policy and legislative constraints have prevented complete convergence.

In this article, we analyze the reasons why the nascent international business method and software patent law harmonization movement has been aborted and we also identify conditions under which business method and software patent law harmonization can become a reality. Our analysis includes an examination of the recent derailment of the E.U.’s patent law harmonization effort and concludes that the E.U. and non-E.U. European countries are unlikely to adopt the U.S.’s expansive recognition of business method patents. Therefore, a necessary condition for harmonization is for the U.S. to revoke its full recognition of non-computer-implemented business method patents. The USPTO has pushed in this direction by recognizing the importance of limiting the number of business method and software patents through stricter review of patent applications. However, without significant, policy-shifting legislative support, judicial precedents in the U.S. will block further convergence. Governed by the judicial mandate to grant patents to “anything under the sun made by man,” current U.S. patent law stands as an obstacle to a common international treatment of business method and software patents.

In contrast to U.S. experience, policy-based legislation has been the key factor in the development of European and Japanese business method and software patent law. Some interest groups, especially in Europe, would like to see international patent law treatment of business method and software claims move closer to the U.S. approach. However, statutory prohibitions against issuing business method and software patents prevent a full-scale adoption of the U.S. approach. Unwilling to completely repeal the exclusion against the recognition of business method and software patents, Europe and Japan have struggled to interpret statutory exclusions in order to issue patents for innovative computer-implemented claims while continuing to exclude claims whose primary technical innovation is limited to the fact that the process is computer-based. While these often-tortured interpretations have been used to approve a multitude of patents for computer-implemented inventions, they have produced a degree of uncertainty and perceived inconsistencies that are distrusted by proponents and advocates alike.
We start with our review of the state of business method and software patent law in the U.S. and the continuing issues confronting the USPTO in Part II. Part III analyzes European and Japanese developments. Part III also examines the extent to which the three systems have converged in the area of business method and software patent law. Finally, Part IV offers recommendations for increasing the clarity of patent law with respect to business method and software and for harmonizing international business method and software patent law. Such steps are needed not just for harmonization purposes, but also to eliminate social-welfare diminishing characteristics of the U.S. approach. Recognizing that completely revoking the recognition of business method and software patents is likely unattainable, we recommend that the U.S. adopt the stricter European and Japanese inventive step requirement for such patents. Alternatively, should harmonization fail, we recommend creating a sui generis category, which would limit the patent period for business method and software patents. We also agree with Professors Cohen and Lemley that narrowing the scope of business method and software patents while enhancing disclosure requirements for such patents are necessary steps needed to insure that patents foster, rather than impede, innovation.  

II. U.S. Business Method and Computer-Implemented Patent Law

This Part examines the evolution of U.S. business method and software patent law including a brief review of developments prior and subsequent to State Street Bank’s recognition of the patentability of business methods. The first section examines the recognition of software patents as the logical precursor to the recognition of business method patents. The second section reviews the USPTO and Congressional responses to State Street Bank. This Part concludes with a review of the decisions in Bowman and Lundgren.

*6 A. Software Patent Law Developments Prior to State Street Bank

The Patent Act of 1790 provided for the patenting of “any useful art, manufacture, engine, machine, or device, or any improvement therein.” Over the years, Congress added novelty as an explicit requirement and replaced “art” with “process.” The courts, by contrast, were deeply suspicious of process claims fearing that such claims had the potential to expand to cover unprotected natural principles or functional results. The perceived problem with patenting functional results, is that the holder of such a patent could conceivably control machines and devices that he had never envisioned and, perhaps, did not have the talents to develop. This caution about undue expansion of patent coverage reflects the courts’ understanding that the unfettered granting of patent rights would produce anti-competitive results.

The same cautious approach accompanied the beginning of the computer age. In 1966, a presidential commission on the patent system emphatically recommended against extending patent protection to computer programs primarily on pragmatic grounds. The Commission used arguments that are still heard today namely that the absence of prior art would make implementing software patents overly burdensome for the USPTO. With respect to the issue of prior art, the Commission reported:

The patent office now cannot examine applications for programs because of a lack of a classification technique and the requisite search files. Even if these were available, reliable searches would not be feasible or economic because of the tremendous volume of prior art being generated. Without this search, the patenting of programs would be tantamount to mere registration and the presumption of validity would be all but nonexistent. Moreover, the Commission concluded that copyright law already provided protection for software, and that the software industry was flourishing without patent-based incentives. Nonetheless, Congress took no action to limit the scope of patent protection in the area of software and computer-implemented innovations.

Starting with the Circuit Court for Patent Appeals (CCPA) in the 1960s, the courts have rejected pragmatic considerations and gradually eliminated the restrictions on software patents. In the 1969 case of In re Prater, the CCPA ruled that a machine-implemented process could be statutory under certain narrow conditions. In 1972, the Supreme Court rejected this argument asserting that the key to patentability of a computer-implemented invention was a physical transformation from one state to another. In its 1982 Diamond v. Diehr decision, the Supreme Court extended this argument to cover mathematical formulas and algorithms provided they are employed in a process that includes a physical transformation as a result. In its 1994 decision, In re Alappat, the CAFC weakened the physical transformation requirement by opting instead to define statutory subject matter by whether the program produces “a useful, concrete, and tangible result.” Commentators interpret
this requirement to mean that while there does not need to be a physical transformation, the claimed invention needs to employ a machine or apparatus of some sort.  

It was not long thereafter that the CAFC eliminated this last vestige of a requirement for a physical or tangible result. First, in State Street Bank, the CAFC rejected the business method exception to statutory matter and concluded that mathematical algorithms are non-statutory only when they are shown to be abstract ideas devoid of a useful purpose. However, the court did not completely embrace abstract business methods as patentable subject matter. Instead, the court considered the application of mathematical algorithms to transform data using a machine to produce a concrete and tangible result critical to the patentability determination. A year later, the CAFC in AT&T Corp. v. Excel Communications, Inc. eliminated the “machine” requirement altogether. In this later case, the business method claim employed mathematical algorithms without an associated machine or apparatus. Nonetheless, the court held that a method of applying a mathematical algorithm constitutes patentable subject matter, regardless of whether its application requires the use of a machine or computer, as long as it produces a useful, concrete, and tangible result. Thus, over the USPTO’s protests and without consideration of pragmatic imperatives, the courts, relying solely on legal reasoning, eliminated all restrictions to the patenting of business methods.

B. USPTO and Congressional Responses to the Patentability of Business Methods

Following the U.S. courts’ recognition of business method patents, the USPTO had difficulty responding to the dramatic increase in patent applications. The absence of a database covering prior art for business methods left the USPTO ill-equipped to rule on business method patent claims. These difficulties resulted in it granting patents for claims that many commentators believed did not deserve patent protection. Specifically, the criticism centered upon the issuance of patents for overly broad business methods that did not meet the twin patentability thresholds of novelty and non-obviousness.  

The proliferation of business method patents created additional problems. Many companies were slow to understand the implication of business method patentability. Prior to State Street Bank, many companies never thought to patent innovations in business methods. Regardless of their reasons, companies that continued to use business methods that had become subject to patent protection were vulnerable to patent infringement claims by parties who subsequently obtained patents covering these business methods. Congress interceded to help remediate the risk of such harm. The American Inventor’s Protection Act (AIPA) provided an affirmative defense to business method patent infringement claims. In order to receive protection under the AIPA, a defendant must prove that she had developed a business method in good faith at least one year prior to the filing of a business method patent claim and had commercially used the invention prior to the patent filing. Instead of implementing a policy to restrict and narrowly define the areas for which the USPTO could issue business method patents, Congress instead chose to address only some of the implications of granting such patents.  

1. USPTO and Board of Patent Appeal’s Responses

Congress showed little interest in overruling the judiciary by addressing the practical problems that State Street Bank’s broad expansion of patent coverage created. The USPTO responded by implementing the Business Method Patent Initiative: An Action Plan. As a result, the number of Class 705 (business method) patents issued was drastically reduced. The “Action Plan” was merely a process-directed response that made it more likely for such claims to meet the threshold of a “useful, concrete, and tangible result.”

The Board of Patent Appeals (BPA) also attempted to rein in patent coverage of business methods. In Ex parte Bowman, the BPA reviewed an appeal of an examiner’s rejection of a claim for a method for creating a chart and plotting points thereon. In defending his invention, the appellant attempted to tie his claim to the USPTO’s guidelines. However, the examiner and the BPA rejected this effort because nothing in the claims suggested that computers were required to practice the invention. Instead, the BPA concluded that the invention was merely an abstract idea that was not statutory subject matter and was obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art. While this conclusion would have easily disposed of the immediate appeal, the BPA explained its conclusion by asserting that the claimed invention was non-statutory because it was not tied to a “technological art.” They asserted that the term “technological arts” was a synonym for “useful arts,” the term used in the U.S. Constitution.

Thus, the BPA created a requirement that business method patent claims be computer-implemented. The decision completely ignored the precedent established by the Diamond-Alappat-State Street Bank line of legal rulings, which minimally required
that a patent meet only the generic requirements of novelty, non-obviousness, and utility with no additional requirement that the invention advance the technical arts. Some commentators believe this decision was an intentional attempt to rein in the broad mandate of State Street Bank and prior court precedents. The inclusion of the technical arts threshold excluded almost all non-computer-implemented business methods from statutory subject matter. It also served to move U.S. patent law toward harmonization with European and Japanese patent law by focusing on the technical aspects of computer-related business method inventions. Both European and Japanese patent laws require, inter alia, computer-implementation for patentability and do not consider pure or “naked” business methods patentable.

*11 2. Lundgren and Beyond: What Bowman Taketh Away, Lundgren Giveth Back

The 2005 BPA decision, Ex parte Lundgren, rejected the international trend towards requiring a minimal technical advancement or contribution for the patentability of business methods. In reviewing an appeal from the rejection of a claim for a method of determining incentive-based managerial compensation based on performance standards, the BPA addressed the narrow question of whether the claim covered statutory subject matter. Instead of relying on Bowman, the Lundgren Board looked to Section 101 of the Patent Act for guidance. In reiterating that Section 101 only requires inventions to be new and useful, the BPA noted that the Supreme Court had previously excluded “nature, natural phenomena, and abstract ideas” from statutory subject matter. The BPA then affirmed that there were no other exclusions from statutory subject matter and rejected the notion that a patent claimant had to satisfy a “technological arts” requirement. It reasoned that there was no workable definition of technical or technology. The decision, therefore, rejected the “technological arts” patentability test promulgated in Bowman. The Board determined that the subject matter test for patentability merely requires that a process claim “produce a useful, concrete, tangible result without pre-empting other uses of the mathematical principle, [and] on its face comfortably falls within the scope of § 101.”

3. The Probability of Supreme Court Intervention

The Lundgren decision eliminated the potential for the USPTO to place non-Congressionally-mandated limits on the patentability of business methods. In Lundgren, the BPA retreated from its Bowman decision, realizing that there was no authoritative support for unilaterally reinterpreting the definition of statutory subject matter. Clearly, any effort to harmonize U.S. business method and software patent law with the international trend will not originate inside the USPTO. In the absence of Congressional intent to address this issue, some commentators are holding out hope that the Supreme Court will supply guidance.

This hope is drawn from two cases. The Court’s 2006 eBay, Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C. decision suggests that some members of the Supreme Court have significant concerns about business method patents. Justice Kennedy’s concurring opinion, joined in by Justices Stevens, Souter, and Breyer, voiced concern about granting permanent injunctive relief in business method patent infringement cases because of “the potential vagueness and suspect validity of these patents.” The best hope for judicial action in the business method patent area is, perhaps, LabCorp v. Metabolite Laboratories. In this extraordinary case, the Supreme Court granted certiorari and then withdrew the grant of certiorari for technical reasons. Despite the withdrawal of certiorari, the case could return to the Supreme Court and provide the justices with an opportunity to modify the U.S. treatment of business method patents. In LabCorp, Metabolite held a patent on various claims regarding the association between high blood levels of homocysteine and vitamin B12 and folic acid deficiencies. The patent claim that the Supreme Court initially accepted for review concerned using high homocysteine blood levels as an indicator or test for the previously mentioned deficiencies. LabCorp filed for certiorari asserting that the relationship between an amino acid and a vitamin deficiency cannot be statutory subject matter because the claimed correlation is a basic scientific relationship or discovery, not an invention.

Justices Breyer, Stevens, and Souter’s dissent from the decision to withdraw certiorari may foreshadow future Supreme Court thinking. These Justices would have decided the case on its merits. Justice Breyer considered the case an easy one, arguing that the process claim clearly covered a natural phenomenon not subject to patent protection. Tellingly, he then argued that State Street Bank could not be relied on because it is not a Supreme Court decision. He rejected State Street Bank’s “useful, concrete, and tangible result” test for patentability because “if taken literally, the statement would cover instances where this Court has held to the contrary.” These three Justices would have invalidated the patent.

LabCorp holds out the possibility for a rejection or a narrowing of State Street Bank due to the Justices’ concern about the breadth of business method patents. However, we can only speculate on the nature of likely changes. The Supreme Court could reiterate the standard it established in its last relevant decision, Diamond v. Diehr. The Supreme Court in Diamond v.
Diehr required a physical transformation to occur in order for a process to be eligible for patent protection. This requirement implicitly rules out all non-computer-implemented business method inventions. However, following the Diamond decision would likely eliminate many software inventions from the definition of statutory subject matter because they often lack a physical change component. It is doubtful that the Supreme Court would take such a radical step.

Alternatively, the Supreme Court could modify the “physical transformation” requirement to allow some software patents, while still removing business methods from statutory subject matter. For example, the Court could replace the “physical transformation” requirement for patentable subject matter with a “physical transformation or transformation perceivable by one of the five senses” requirement. Employing this test, software that manipulates images or sounds alarms would be considered statutory subject matter. Finally, the Supreme Court could adopt the technological arts requirement proposed in Bowman or the “inventive step” requirement found in some foreign patent laws. This next Part examines the two most significant foreign patent law systems, Europe and Japan, and their different approaches to business method and software patents.

III. European and Japanese Responses

A dichotomy between patentability in law versus practical expediency has characterized the response of European countries and the E.U. to the U.S. recognition of business method and software patents. In substantive law, Europe rejects recognition of business method patentability and significantly limits software patentability. In practice, the European Patent Office (EPO) has followed a much more difficult, perhaps even tortured, path in distinguishing between patentable, innovative computer-implemented inventions and unpatentable software and business methods. The Japanese Patent Office’s (JPO) path to increased recognition of the patentability of business method and software patents has been far less contentious. However, in neither case is there indication that these countries will duplicate the extremely liberal recognition of business method and software patents that exists in the U.S.

A. European Patent Law

Previously, we predicted a relatively quick convergence of the three major patent law systems in recognizing the patentability of business method and software inventions. We predicted that the U.S. expansion of the scope of patentability would force the E.U. and Japan to fall in line with the U.S. standard. For one, the benefits of harmonization of intellectual property law are widely accepted (often with formal treaties enacted to expedite harmonization). Added to that, market forces would pressure the Trilateral Patent System to avoid allowing any single member to maintain a competitive advantage due to differences in patent law. With estimates upwards of 40,000 business method and software patents having already been granted in Europe, it seemed only a matter of time before Europe completed its convergence to the U.S. system through legislation. However, in 2005 the E.U. soundly rejected an effort to expand business method and software patent coverage.

The remainder of this section addresses the question of why European patent law failed to converge to the U.S. approach and prospects for future convergence in Europe.


The genesis of the integration of European patent law can be traced to the 1883 Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (Paris Convention). While it did not harmonize patent law, the Paris Convention did establish the doctrine of “national treatment,” which requires all member states to provide citizens of other member states with the same treatment as their own when dealing with patents. National treatment does not require a country to recognize foreign patents that would not qualify for patent recognition if applied for domestically. Therefore, if France does not recognize a type of patent (for example, business methods) it has no obligation to recognize that type of patent issued by a sister state. Therefore, European countries remained without an integrated patent system even after the Paris Convention.

The first true attempts at European patent law integration occurred in the 1930s and 1940s. These efforts continued through the 1950s and 1960s and culminated with the adoption in 1970 of the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). The PCT attempted to not only integrate European patent law, but to also harmonize European patent law with U.S. law. However, in as much as European patent law was yet to be harmonized, the dream of harmonization with the U.S. remained a distant goal.

There were many conflicting patent traditions among European countries. Two of the strongest patent traditions that needed
reconciliation were those of Germany and the United Kingdom. In Germany, inventions were entitled to protection if they included a “technical effect.” In the United Kingdom, inventions were entitled to patent protection if they were, novel, useful and subject to an “inventive step.” While the distinction between the two approaches is rather subtle, some commentators consider the distinction to be a one-step evaluation of the nature of invention in the German approach versus the application of multiple measures or requirements in the U.K. approach.

Harmonization efforts began in earnest again during the 1950s and picked up momentum towards the end of the 1960s. Proponents seemed to recognize the futility of trying to completely harmonize patent law throughout Europe, which consisted of the European Economic Community (EEC), the predecessor of the E.U., and non-EEC members. The plan eventually adopted included the establishment of the European Patent Office (EPO). Contracting countries to the Convention on the Grant of European Patents (EPC) consist of both E.U. member states and non-E.U. European countries. The EPO has patent prosecution responsibilities based on the rules, procedures, and standards adopted by all members of the EPC.

The EPC streamlines the patent prosecution process, but does not supplant existing patent laws in contracting countries. Rather, the EPC created an additional layer of bureaucracy that coexists with each member country’s existing patent prosecution and review system. An applicant can file with the EPO or in individual European countries. However, a filing with the EPO constitutes a filing in each designated European country and, with one exception, has legal status equal to that of a patent filed within each designated country. In addition to prosecution of patent applications, the EPO is also responsible for patent opposition proceedings. Within nine months after the EPO grants a patent, third parties may challenge the validity of the patent for failing to satisfy EPC Article 52 patentability requirements. The EPO can decide to maintain the granted patent, maintain the patent in amended form, or revoke the patent. The outcome of the opposition process can then be appealed to the EPO Boards of Appeal.

In the absence of a true European patent, the ad hoc EPO Boards of Appeal occupy curious positions. The Boards of Appeal accept appeals from actions originating from EPO divisions. Since the EPO’s primary functions are the review and prosecution of patent applications, the Boards of Appeal decisions deal primarily with procedural issues and questions of patent validity. Decisions by the Boards of Appeal are not precedents and are therefore not binding on contracting states. In the event of a conflict between Boards of Appeal decisions, the EPO can convene an Enlarged Board of Appeal to establish uniformity in the application of EPC law. While these decisions are binding on EPO Boards of Appeal, they are merely “persuasive, not prescriptive” with respect to contracting states. Therefore, there is the potential for significant conflicts between EPO decisions and those of contracting states with respect to patentability.

2. European Treatment of Business Method and Software Patents

Conflicts and controversy have surrounded the European treatment of business method and software patents. The EPC states that all inventions “which are susceptible of industrial application, which are new and which involve an inventive step” shall be granted a European patent. The EPC then excludes certain innovations from the category of patentable subject matter. Many of these exclusions correspond to exceptions recognized under U.S. law such as scientific discoveries and mathematical algorithms. However, the EPC diverges dramatically from U.S. law by explicitly excluding “schemes, rules and methods for . . . doing business, and programs for computers.” Despite the apparent plain meaning of these exclusions, EPC Article 52(3) introduces ambiguity by limiting the exclusion “only to the extent to which a European patent application or European patent relates to such subject-matter or activities as such.” The “as such” clause has allowed the EPO to accept patent applications that appear to be excluded as business methods or computer software inventions. While the EPO has successfully employed the EPC’s exclusions to avoid patenting most stand-alone business methods, they have been able to issue thousands of computer-related business method and software patents.

While this large estimate of successful patent claims may suggest that Europe is converging to the U.S. standard, a review of EPO Boards of Appeal business method and software patent decisions suggests that the convergence is far from complete. While there is no explicit requirement in the EPC for technical character or a “technical contribution,” the patent courts initially interpreted the EPC as including such a requirement. VICOM was one of the first Boards of Appeal cases to consider software patents. The VICOM patent application covered a method for digitally processing images stored in a digital format. In this format, images are represented as an information matrix that is subject to mathematical operations. These operations, which are familiar to anyone conversant in image filtering and the application of linear mathematics, are used for smoothing, sharpening, and other image processing functions. In its review, the EPO Examining Division rejected several VICOM claims because they related to unpattenable mathematical methods. The division reasoned that these operations, which are mathematical in nature, were not of a technical character because they were essentially mathematical
The Board of Appeal, employing a technical contributions test, rejected this conclusion by distinguishing a general “method for digitally filtering data,” which Article 52 would bar, and a specific application of the method to, for example, enhance images. This method of applying mathematical algorithms to a perceptible object produces an objectively enhanced image. Thus, the application of math to a perceptible object resulting in a perceptibly different object constitutes a technical contribution. Even though the calculations that produced the output could be done by hand or by any standard computer or calculator, the alteration of a physical object was determinative. The Board of Appeal was further comforted by the patent’s employment of the mathematical method in a limited application. The Board reasoned that the specialized use would not preclude others from using these mathematical methods in a different application and would be a technical process susceptible of industrial application. Thus, if the incremental contribution to the prior art was technical in nature, the technical character requirement for patentability would be satisfied.

In addition to a perceived or physical transformation, an EPO Board of Appeal found technical contributions when methods were encapsulated in other than generic computer equipment. For example, in Queueing System, the Board of Appeal had no trouble identifying a technical contribution in a software-based system that assigned priority to customers located at multiple service points. The system not only identified and assigned priority, a data processing function, but it also sent messages to the various service points signaling the availability of the service. The fact that the software was merely a component of a larger electronic system that included a three-dimensional object or apparatus was enough for the claim to escape the Article 52 exclusions. The Board of Appeal emphasized the importance of not conflating the Article 52 patentability requirements with the Article 56 inventive step requirement. For this Board, the inventive step requirement was equivalent to the non-obviousness requirement found in Section 103 of the U.S. Patent Code. The Board of Appeal emphasized that the EPO examiners must first consider whether Article 52 excludes the claim from patent consideration. If not, the claim’s subject matter is patentable. The EPO then must consider whether the claim passes the Article 56 obviousness test. Applying the second half of this two-part test, the Board of Appeal in Queueing System concluded that the complexity of implementing the queueing system electronically was not obvious to someone skilled in the art. Therefore, the claim survived both the Articles 52 and 56 tests.

The technical contribution requirement, while intuitively satisfying, did not provide a clear delineation between patentable software and non-patentable software. The VICOM case, while characterized as a physical manipulation, was in reality a data processing method. Its most significant advance over previous methods was speed. Similarly, the major distinction between the disputed claim in Queueing System and a pure business method was that the invention in Queueing System was inseparable from the included apparatus. The integrated nature of the claim, which utilized input from customers, computer-based analysis and subsequent visual signals directing customers without human intervention, persuaded the court that a technical innovation existed. This process could not be separated from the included apparatus and “interpreted as a method for doing business as such.” This reasoning raises the question of what degree software or a business method must be embodied in an electronic apparatus for an invention to pass the Article 52 patentability test.

The lack of a definitively drawn line continued to be a problem for the EPO. In the 2000 Pension Benefit Systems decision, an EPO Board of Appeal struggled with the technical character requirement. The case involved a method for calculating pension benefits using a computing apparatus. The EPO rejected the initial application as a business method excluded under Article 52. On appeal, the claimant asserted, among other things, that the pension system was similar to the previously patented Queueing System claim by also employing an apparatus. The Pension Benefit Systems Board of Appeal disposed of the appeal summarily by concluding that the claim was for a purely economic innovation. Furthermore, the Board of Appeal maintained that “methods only involving economic concepts and practices of doing business are not inventions within the meaning of Article 52(1) [of the] EPC.” Applying a method through the use of a computer or other apparatus does not change the essential nature of the claim, nor does it endow a “purely non-technical purpose” with a technical character.

While the above analysis should have disposed of the matter, the Pension Benefit Systems Board of Appeal opted, instead, to revisit the technical contribution test. They appeared to be troubled by: (1) the absence of a solid definition for technical character and (2) the inescapable logic that a business method or software-based method embodied in a computer or electronic apparatus does indeed have a technical character. In a full retreat from the technical contribution requirement, the Board concluded that Article 52(1) of the EPC does not exclude any concrete apparatus embodying software or a business method.

To escape this quandary, the Board of Appeal took a different approach. Rather than apply the technical contribution test, it
Article 52, and the Boards of Appeal reformulation of the claim as outside the purview of Article 52.

However, since pension plans fall entirely within the fields of business and economics, there could be no inventive step or contribution of a technical character because such fields are excluded from patentability. Therefore, the Board of Appeal avoided the conundrum of determining when a claim is of technical character by asserting that any claim embodied in a physical computer or apparatus is of a technical character. Instead, the Board relocated the issue of technical contribution to the determination of inventive step. Thus, after Pension Benefit Systems, the EPO Boards of Appeal abandoned the technical contribution test in favor of interpreting the inventive step requirement to be satisfied only for inventions with a technical character.

At the national level, the U.K. High Court of Justice recognized the difficulty of distinguishing inventions with technical character from inventions without technical character. In CFPH Applications, the court attempted to reconcile the EPO Boards of Appeal’s abandonment of the technical contribution test still employed by most European patent courts. In CFPH Applications, Judge Prescott was both troubled by the EPO Board of Appeal’s somewhat cavalier desertion of the technical contribution test and sympathetic to its motivation for adopting a new test. In his decision, Judge Prescott noted that the EPC Article 52 exclusions were based on, at times, inconsistent or contradictory policy reasons. He noted that prior to the U.S. allowing software patents, programmers had adequate incentives to produce innovations in software; therefore, software patents served no valid public policy purpose. The rationale for excluding business method patents was similar in that businesses have always innovated without patent-generated incentives. Therefore, given that patents are anti-competitive by nature, the European policy has been to presume that the benefits of providing patent protection for business methods were outweighed by their anti-competitive effect on commerce.

The problem with the technical contribution test is its focus on the Article 52 exclusions and the nebulous technical character requirement. While Judge Prescott agreed with the need for change, he did not embrace the EPO Board of Appeal’s decision to move the technical character analysis from the scope of Article 52 to the inventive step analysis of Article 56. Instead, Judge Prescott thought that a better approach was to make technical character an implicit rather than explicit component of the patentability determination. Noting that the controversy deals exclusively with computer-based and software-based patents, Judge Prescott agreed with the EPO that the initial focus should be on the “new and non-obvious” component of the inventive step requirement. Examiners should ask whether the claim is new and non-obvious merely because there is a computer program [included in the claim] ... or would it still be new and non-obvious in principle even if the same decisions and commands could somehow be taken and issued by a little man at a control panel, operating under the same rules?

This framing cleverly avoided dealing with the technical character issue. For example, the Prescott analysis would have quickly disposed of the U.S. Amazon.com “one-click” case in which Amazon.com attempted to enforce a patent for an internet-based purchasing system that consummates a purchase with just one website-based action on the part of the consumer. In the actual case, the CAFC rejected Amazon.com’s request for a preliminary injunction because the patent likely lacked validity. Under Judge Prescott’s approach, the first step would be to ask whether Amazon.com’s invention is new and non-obvious. If the invention lacks novelty or is obvious, the patent claim would immediately be rejected. If the Amazon.com claim survived this step, the patent examiner would then ask whether the claim is new and non-obvious independent of the Internet software application. The one-click process could indeed be run independent of its computer application: An Amazon.com representative who takes an order from a customer looks up the customer’s credit card and shipping information and completes the transaction with no further input from the customer. Since there is nothing new and non-obvious about this transaction removed from the Internet context it would likely fail Judge Prescott’s analysis.

Application of other patentability criteria would likely produce similar results. Under the older Boards of Appeal’s technical contribution test, the examiner would likely conclude that the claim is excluded under Article 52(2) as a business method. However, the examiner would likely get bogged down in explaining why there is no technical contribution given the sophisticated programming employed to implement the one-click process. Under the revised Boards of Appeal analysis, the examiner would ask what prior art Amazon.com’s claim advances? Because the software, while sophisticated, was neither special nor innovative, the examiner would likely conclude that any new and non-obvious claim attribute falls in the area of business and commerce. Since these areas are not entitled to patent protection, the examiner would be forced to disallow the claim as outside the purview of Article 52.

*23 In sum, the reasons behind the three approaches—the Prescott analysis, the technical contribution analysis based on Article 52, and the Boards of Appeal reformulation—are different but in a substantial majority of patent claims the outcome
would be identical. The major difference between the three tests is the relative clarity of analysis. The original technical contribution test was murky due to its inability to delineate between patentable and non-patentable software innovations. The Boards of Appeal reformulation removed much of the ambiguity by eliminating the technical contribution test and the need to debate the existence of technical character. However, the reformulation is susceptible to criticism because it requires the examiner to subjectively determine whether the claim’s contribution to the prior art lies in a technical area or in an area excluded by Article 52. Judge Prescott’s CFPH Applications approach, while imperfect, provides a more objective analysis by asking whether the invention would be patentable, new and non-obvious, if it were hypothetically practiced independent of its computer implementation.

3. Recent E.U. Legislative Efforts

The inability of the EPO to develop a concrete, unambiguous treatment of business method and software patent claims has been heavily criticized. The European Economic and Social Committee, a group comprised primarily of industry representatives, decried the EPO’s approach to software patents as “the product of legal casuistry.” The proposed E.U. directive on the patentability of computer-implemented inventions criticized the EPO’s “lack of clarity” as “an important negative influence on the [software] industry.” The Proposed Directive claimed that software patents had promoted growth of U.S. computer-related industries and that allowing European business method and software patents would aid European producers by creating “a level playing field.” By contrast, the open source community, committed to open development and free distribution of software, fears that full recognition of software patents will allow large software developers to erect access barriers to huge segments of the software industry. Included in this opposition group are socialists who believe that efforts to reform software patent law are designed to benefit companies like Microsoft to the disadvantage of small businesses. With this backdrop, it is not surprising that software patent reform has been a difficult undertaking in Europe.

In 2002, the E.C. initiated a proposal for an E.U. directive on software patents. The E.C. considered a broad range of options, including abolishing the Article 52 computer program patent exclusion. However, perhaps anticipating strong opposition, the E.C. framed their approach as patent law harmonization. They acknowledged that only two E.U. member states, Germany and the U.K., had any significant software-patent-law jurisprudence, but asserted that there already were conflicts between the laws of these two nations and that they anticipated further divergence. To support its assertions, the E.C. claimed that under German law, business methods could be patented even if there was no technical contribution. By contrast, under U.K. patent law, business method could not be patented even if the claim contained a technical contribution. Both these assertions proved to be false. The Proposed Directive subsequently revealed that the German Bundesgerichtshof denied that its approach was that lax, but affirmed that its approach was consistent with that of the EPO. Similarly, the U.K. approach outlined in CFPH Applications is more similar to the flexible EPO approach to business methods than the rigid prohibition described in the Proposed Directive.

Pursuant to Article 95 of the Treaty Establishing the European Community, the E.C. introduced the Proposed Directive for review and passage by the European Parliament and European Council. The stated goal of the Proposed Directive was to tie E.U. treatment of computer-implemented patent claims closely to the then current EPO treatment of such claims as expressed by the EPO Boards of Appeal decisions in Pension Benefit Systems and Koch & Sterzel, T-0026/86 (1987). However, Pension Benefits Systems explicitly rejected the technical contribution test employed in earlier cases. Therefore, the Proposed Directive’s embrace of a technical contribution test was actually a rejection of recent Boards of Appeal case law.

Consistent with Pension Benefit Systems’ inventive-step focus, Proposed Directive Article 4(1) would require member states to recognize patent claims involving computer-implemented inventions only if the invention “is susceptible of industrial application, is new and involves an inventive step.” However, the Proposed Directive departs from Pension Benefit Systems by making technical contribution a patentability requirement even though Pension Benefit Systems explicitly abandoned that approach. Proposed Directive Article 4(2) further states that a necessary condition for the existence of an inventive step is that, “a computer-implemented invention must make a technical contribution.” Proposed Directive Article 4(3) directs member states to determine technical contribution by “consideration of the difference between the scope of the patent claim considered as a whole, elements of which may comprise both technical and non-technical features, and the state of the art.”

Proposed Directive Article 4(3) was either the product of a misreading of Pension Benefit Systems or a not-so-subtle attempt to expand the coverage of E.U. computer-implemented patent law beyond what the EPO allowed. The Proposed Directive Article 4(3) mandate to consider the patent claim as a whole was indeed drawn from similar language in the Pension Benefit Systems.
Systems approach. However, the relevant reference was a quote of EPO guidelines and it came immediately after the EPO Board of Appeal concluded that the technical contribution approach was not an appropriate method for determining whether a claim constituted a patentable invention with respect to EPC Article 52. The purpose of the Board of Appeal reference was to illustrate how the technical contribution requirement confused “the requirement of ‘invention’ with the requirements of ‘novelty’ and ‘inventive step’. Thus, the case law support that ostensibly provided the basis for the Proposed Directive was, in reality, an emphatic rejection of the technical contribution approach adopted in the Proposed Directive.

*26 The deviation of the Proposed Directive language from the EPO Boards of Appeal’s approach in Pension Benefit Systems would allow an expansion of computer-implemented patent coverage into areas that would not qualify under existing Boards of Appeal analysis. The Proposed Directive would allow patent grants for business methods claims for which “a non-obvious technical contribution [was] present.” According to the E.C., Proposed Directive Article 4(3) would, however, exclude business method claims that contained no technical contribution whatsoever. The E.C. offered assurances that any patents granted for business methods and other non-qualifying subject matter would not be recognized independent of the technical contribution that enabled the business method to obtain patent coverage. Thus, the Proposed Directive would exclude many of the non-technical U.S.-styled business method patents, but not all of them.

The difference between the Proposed Directive’s approach and those of the EPO and U.K. is best illustrated with an example. Applying Proposed Directive Article 4 to a claim for a new accounting system implemented by a computer-based system in a new and non-obvious way would likely result in a patent grant under both U.S. patent law and the Proposed Directive. Since implementation of the accounting system is new and non-obvious, it would satisfy the “new” and “industrial application” requirements of Proposed Directive Article 4(1). In addition, the claim or invention would need to satisfy the Proposed Directive Article 4(2) requirement for an inventive step, which requires the invention to make a technical contribution. In assessing technical contribution, Proposed Directive Article 4(3) requires consideration of the claim as a whole, without distinguishing between technical and non-technical elements. Employing this test, the examiner would have to conclude that there is a technical contribution relative to the prior art because, judged as a whole, the invention has a technical character. It is an advance over the prior art, and therefore, makes a technical contribution.

This analysis differs significantly from the test proposed in Pension Benefit Systems. The Pension Benefit Systems test requires examining the computer-implemented accounting system for an inventive step. It first identifies the relevant prior art to which the claim contributes. In this example, even though the accounting system is computer-implemented, the examiner would almost certainly conclude that the relevant contribution is to business, economics, or accounting. It would be difficult to identify a technical area that is advanced by this claim, so the EPO would reject it. The result would also diverge from the Proposed Directive standard under the U.K. approach espoused in CFPH Applications. This approach requires the court to ask whether the accounting system is new and non-obvious “even if the same decisions and commands could somehow be taken and issued by a little man at a control panel.” Since the claim is simply the implementation of an accounting system, it could be implemented by the “little man” in a control booth. Therefore, the claim would not incorporate an inventive step because the innovation does not require a computer or anything else of a technical character and, consequently, would not be patentable. Therefore, rather than simply harmonizing European software patent law based on Pension Benefit Systems, the Proposed Directive would significantly increase the scope of business method and software patentability in the E.U. beyond prior case law.

The European Parliament, with the support of many in the open-source software industry, rejected the Proposed Directive and offered in its place a set of amendments that significantly limited the patentability of computer-implemented inventions. The Amended Proposed Directive, while leaving much of Proposed Directive Article 4 unchanged, limited the patentability of computer-implemented inventions by allowing patents only for inventions that make contributions in technical fields. Technical fields include “the use of natural forces to control physical effects beyond the digital representation of information.” Amended Proposed Directive Article 2b explicitly excludes “the processing, handling, and presentation of information” from technical field consideration. Amended Proposed Directive Article 3a states that “data processing is not considered to be a field of technology in the sense of patent law, and that innovations in the field of data processing are not considered to be inventions in the sense of patent law.” The European Parliament’s repudiation of the E.C.’s Proposed Directive in stating, “[a] computer-implemented invention shall not be regarded as making a technical contribution merely because it involves the use of a computer, network or other programmable apparatus.” Article 4a.1 continues by explicitly excluding claims for “business, mathematical or other methods” that do not produce any non-computer based physical effects.

Proponents of software patents considered the Amended Proposed Directive unacceptable. Not only would the
computer-implemented accounting system of our example not be patentable under its provisions, but the technique for enhancing digital images that the EPO Boards of Appeal allowed in VICOM would also fail to be patentable. Proponents of the two proposed directives would need the European Council of Ministers’ (Council) approval for enactment. While the E.C. has the sole power to initiate legislation, both the Council and the European Parliament must approve legislation in identical form for enactment. In releasing their “Common Position,” the Council supported the position of the E.C. by rejecting virtually all the European Parliament’s amendments to the Proposed Directive and reinstating the Proposed Directive in its entirety. At this point, inaction by the European Parliament would have resulted in the adoption of the E.C.-Council Common Position. However, in July 2005, the European Parliament voted 648 to 14 to reject the Common Position, thereby killing the Proposed Directive.

Some have proclaimed that the legislative failure was a setback for the goal of E.U. harmonization of intellectual property law. While harmonization clearly was a worthy aim, the Proposed Directive represented more than an act of harmonization. Critics of the Common Position argue that the actual intent of the proposal was to move the E.U. towards “unlimited patentability and patent *29 enforceability” of business methods and software. To support its assertion, one group, the Foundation for a Free Information Infrastructure, asserted that the Amazon.com one-click claim discussed above would have been patentable under the Common Position. While critics are sometimes prone to hyperbole, it is likely that the Amazon.com one-click computer-implemented purchasing process, when judged as a whole as required under Proposed Directive Article 4.3 and the Common Position, would constitute a patentable inventive step. The Amended Proposed Directive would have unambiguously disallowed such a result. By contrast, it is unequivocal that under the Amended Proposed Directive the one-click process considered independently or its computer-based implementation would not satisfy the inventive step requirement for patentability.

4. The Microsoft Factor

Currently, the prospects for increased recognition of business method patents in Europe are slight. While Europe has recognized some software computer-implemented business method patents and software, the areas of patentability are far more limited than in the U.S. While the distinctions are subtle, they are real and significant. Pure business method patents (those that are non-technical/non-computer implemented) are unlikely to be recognized as they are in the U.S. due to a history of restricting patent recognition to technical inventions. In addition, well-organized opposition groups, such as open-source groups and small businesses believe that the movement for increased recognition of computer-implemented business method patents benefits large transnational corporations at the expense of smaller companies and consumers, as well as stifles innovation. These groups have been extremely successful in mobilizing grassroots actions to influence elected representatives in the European Parliament. The open-source community has been particularly effective in using Microsoft as a lightening rod to rally against expanding the recognition of software and business method patents. The fear of Microsoft and similar large software companies has proved to be sufficient incentive to maintain the vigilance of opposition groups.

Ironically, despite the expressed rationale of harmonization behind the Proposed Directive, European software patent treatment is relatively consistent across countries. As stated in the Proposed Directive, the EPO, Germany, and the U.K. are the only European bodies with significant software-patent case law. Germany has maintained that its approach to computer-implemented inventions is consistent with the EPO approach. The U.K. courts, not as open to software patents as their German counterparts, have adopted an approach that is likely to produce results that are similar to the EPO’s in most cases.

Nonetheless, the overall level of consistency is not reflected in the decisions of the European courts. Uncertainty remains a problem due to the tortured efforts of the courts to draw a line between prohibited software claims and inventions implemented through software. While it is clear that pure business methods implemented through software cannot be patented, it is unclear when computer-implemented business methods become patentable. This ambiguity may, over time, create pressure for another harmonization effort. However, such an effort is not foreseeable in the near future and is unlikely to adopt the U.S. approach.

B. Japan

Japanese patent law, based in large part on German patent law, bears a strong resemblance to European Union law. However, the evolution of Japanese patent law also drew from the U.S. patent experience. Purportedly, a Japanese delegation
visited the U.S. patent office in 1899. The delegates, thoroughly impressed and believing that the greatness of the U.S. was in some part attributable to its patent system, vowed to create a patent system in Japan. Therefore, it is not surprising that the Japanese treatment of business method and software patents is somewhere between the two other patent law traditions. Japan, a civil law country, has no case law to provide guidance. Therefore, relevant patent law is embodied in statutory law and administrative guidelines. Under Japanese law, as with European law, patentability requires that an invention be “industrially applicable.” Japanese patent law refines this definition by requiring an industrially applicable invention to also be a “highly advanced creation of technical ideas by which a law of nature is utilized.”

In response to the U.S. recognition of business method patents, the Japanese Patent Office (JPO) drafted “Guidelines for Computer-Software Related Inventions” (Software Guidelines), which explicitly prohibit granting patents for business methods. The Software Guidelines reference “statutory” requirements from another section of the JPO examination guidelines, which states that “[i]f claimed inventions are any laws as such other than a law of nature (e.g., economic laws), arbitrary arrangements . . . , mathematical methods or mental activities, or utilize only these laws (e.g., methods for doing business as such), these inventions are not considered to be statutory . . . .” However, a software or computer-implemented business method invention is patentable if it involves “a creation of technical ideas utilizing a law of nature.” The JPO at one level has not categorically rejected the patentability of business methods, as EPC Article 52 appears to do. Instead, at the review level, it has adopted the criteria of technical advancement or contribution akin to that found in E.U. patent law.

The Software Guidelines list a number of requirements for patentability. The requirements include: (1) enabling detailed description, (2) ministerial ordinance, (3) statutory invention, and (4) inventive step. The first two requirements stated above are more procedural in nature in that they are directed at the content and format of the description of the invention in the patent application. The Enabling Detailed Description Requirement requires that the claimed invention be described so that it can be identified by a person skilled in the relevant art and for the description to be stated “in [such] a manner sufficiently clear and complete for the invention to be carried out by a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the invention pertains.”

The Ministerial Ordinance Requirement requires that the description of an invention include a statement of the problem being solved by the invention and its solution. It also provides an exception to this requirement for “invention[s] developed based on an entirely new conception.” However, the Software Guidelines expressly single out software as not being based on an entirely new conception: “One could hardly imagine that such kind of inventions are created in the field of software related technology.” The Software Guidelines conclude that it is therefore imperative that such inventions state the “technical field to which the invention pertains” and “the technical significance of the invention.”

The Ministerial Ordinance Requirement is simply the descriptive form for providing the information needed to satisfy the substantive elements of patentability--statutory invention and either inventive step or non-obviousness. The statutory invention or subject matter requirement mandates that a patentable invention is one that is a “creation of technical ideas utilizing a law of nature.” In the area of software, business methods, or computer-related inventions, this requires more than the “information processing by software which is concretely realized by using hardware resources” and more than the mere statement of programming language or a program listing. The Software Guidelines assert that solutions relating to a number of computer related problems--including control of hardware, information processing based on the physical or technical properties of an object, and information processing using hardware--are deemed to utilize natural laws thereby bringing them within the scope of statutory inventions. The Software Guidelines provide these examples: (1) a computer program for controlling the rate of fuel injection for an automobile engine (control of hardware), (2) computer program for image processing (information processing based on physical or technical properties of object), and (3) an apparatus for predicting daily sales of commodities (information processing using hardware).

The final requirement of patentability is the Inventive Step Requirement. The Software Guidelines partially define an inventive step in the negative, noting that the inventive step may be properly denied if “a person skilled in the art could have easily arrived at a claimed invention based on cited inventions.” The Software Guidelines express note that “combining technologies used in different fields and applying them to another field is usually to be within the exercise of an ordinary creative activity of a person skilled in the art.” The Software Guidelines then provide discussion of areas where this is often the case. This discussion is most relevant to business methods and software even though the term “business methods” is not expressly mentioned.

Those areas where the inventive step requirement is difficult to prove include application to other fields, addition of a
commonly known means or replacement by an equivalent, implementation by software of functions which are otherwise performed by hardware, systemization of human transactions, reproduction of a known event in computerized virtual space, and design modification on the basis of facts or customs.\textsuperscript{240} Thus, if a known business method in one field is applied in another field such application would not be considered an inventive step.\textsuperscript{241} Software-related inventions that integrate hardware and software by supplementing \textsuperscript{34} or replacing that integration with a “commonly known means for systemization” would also not constitute an inventive step.\textsuperscript{242}

The exclusion from patentability that has the most bearing on business methods that do not possess a high level of technological advancement is the one pertaining to the “systemization of human transactions.”\textsuperscript{243} The Software Guidelines exclude from patentability due to a lack of a sufficiently inventive step:

\begin{quote}
[I]nventions that are] within the ordinary creative activity expected of a person skilled in the art to systematize existing human transactions in an applied field in order to realize on a computer, if the said systematization can be realized by a routine activity of usual system analysis method and system design methods.\textsuperscript{244} It is likely that the invention patented in State Street Bank would have found difficulty in avoiding this exclusion under Japanese patent law. For example, two Japanese courts have held that a support system for managing condominium buildings, a message management apparatus, and an apparatus for an auction center were not patentable because they were “something at which a person skilled in the art could have easily arrived.”\textsuperscript{245} In the area of ordering and marketing, Japanese courts have rejected the patentability of a product selling system,\textsuperscript{246} customer management system,\textsuperscript{247} and a site control distribution system.\textsuperscript{248}
\end{quote}

Closely related to the exclusion for the systemization of human transactions is the test recognized under the Software Guidelines that looks to the “effects of the invention” to determine if there is a legally recognizable technical (inventive) step.\textsuperscript{249} Thus, an “invention” that allows for quicker processing of data, minimizes errors, or allows for obtaining uniform results would not be patentable because such results are often obtained “as a result of computerization [which] cannot usually be said to be unforeseeable from the knowledge of the state of the art.”\textsuperscript{250} Note the different use of the effects of the invention approach compared to U.S. law. Under U.S. law something that produces a tangible, useful result would be patentable; however, under Japanese law, such a result may be insufficient to satisfy the inventive step requirement.

\textsuperscript{35} The requirement of technical advancement is defined as “methods characterized by a high level of a creative technological idea [including] . . . hardware and related computer programs.”\textsuperscript{251} As to “methods,” the JPO states that:

\begin{quote}
[T]he purpose of the law is to protect a high level of creativity in technological concepts which use natural laws and rules. Consequently, calculation methods or encryption determined [sic] by arbitrarily defined rules, for instance for finance and insurance systems or taxation methods, which are not based on natural laws and rules, do not represent a protected subject . . . . [T]he created product must be characterized by a high level of technological creativity because a creation characterized by a low technological creativity level cannot be protected.\textsuperscript{252}
\end{quote}

Elsewhere, the JPO states that an inventive step is to be denied where there is an application of technology from one field to another, the invention involves the automation of manual tasks, or the invention involves merely the change of a design based on artificial arrangements.\textsuperscript{253} Despite these exclusions, one thing is clear: like U.S. patent law, computer programs are treated like any other type of product invention.\textsuperscript{254} The EPO’s inventive step “plus” is not required in Japan. Therefore, while Japan’s business method patent law is in most cases more restrictive than the corresponding U.S. patent law but is not as restrictive as European patent law.\textsuperscript{255}

\begin{center}
\textbf{C. Summary}
\end{center}

Since the State Street Bank decision, Europe and Japan have increased their recognition of the patentability of software and business method patents. However, while both regimes and the U.S. have considered full recognition of business method patents, only the U.S. has accepted the patentability of non-technical and non-computer-implemented business methods. Europe and Japan have emphatically rejected the recognition of abstract, intangible business methods. Both regimes continue to struggle with computer-implemented claims. While Europe and Japan recognize that there is little practical difference between \textsuperscript{36} recognizing abstract business methods and the business methods implemented via computer, drawing the line between computer-implemented business methods and patentable technically innovative computer-implemented claims has been extremely difficult.
Europe and Japan have attempted to draw the above distinction through the implementation of the “inventive step” patentability requirement. In Europe, the EPO deals with the problem by identifying the area of technical contribution. In the U.K., the invention must be considered creative if implemented by a “little old man in a control room” rather than by a computer. Japan addresses the problem by imposing a “high level of a creative technological idea” requirement for patentability. Unquestionably, any of these tests would significantly reduce the number of approved business method claims disguised as computer-implemented inventions. However, there is still much subjectivity involved in implementing these tests. This subjectivity insures the continued existence of ambiguity, uncertainty, and suspicion about the patentability of business methods in Europe and Japan.

By contrast, the U.S. patent system, having stepped off the precipice, is still in freefall. Without even a minimal computer-implementation requirement, the USPTO has a difficult time stemming the flood of questionable and potentially malignant business method patent claims. The lack of consistency between the three major patenting regimes continues to produce the potential for commercial conflicts and inter-regime competitive advantages. Part IV suggests a policy-driven approach to clarify the confusion endemic in the Trilateral Patent System and for harmonizing international patent law.

IV. Towards a Coherent International Treatment of Business Methods and Software Patents

The U.S. rejection of a technical aspects requirement guarantees that U.S. recognition of the patentability of business methods will not align with European and Japanese laws in the foreseeable future. There is an outside possibility that these conflicts can be resolved without concerted effort. The Supreme Court may act to restrict the recognition of business method patents. While such a decision will increase harmonization, it is highly unlikely to align U.S. law with the more nuanced approaches practiced in Europe and Japan. Alternatively, the E.U. and Japan may maintain a façade of excluding business method patents from their definitions of statutory subject matter while surreptitiously loosening the constraints imposed by those definitions. However, the vigilance of open-source activists in Europe renders this contingency purely speculative. Moreover, while Japan seems open to extending patent coverage to protect software, there is little evidence to suggest that there is any support for granting patent coverage for non-computer-implemented business methods. The continuing WIPO patent harmonization effort also is unlikely to resolve this issue. This harmonization has bogged down into a battle between developed and developing countries over the proper treatment of genetic resources and traditional knowledge that the likely treaty to emerge from this process will be limited to relatively minor procedural issues.

Given the judicial response discussed earlier, the onus is on the U.S. Congress to intervene to adjust the common-law treatment of business method patents. The present common-law approach is unable to address the economic failures and impracticalities associated with the overly broad protection endemic to business method patents. Congress should revise U.S. patent law to align it more closely with the laws of Europe and Japan. The final sections explore what a policy-driven approach would look like in the U.S.

A. The Case for Changing U.S. Business Method and Software Patent Law

The literature has presented the case against the recognition of business method patents. We make the case here that the hope of international harmonization of business method and software patent law rests with a change in the U.S. patent law system. The problem with completely revoking recognition of such patents is that the expansion of patent protection for business methods and software has become accepted practice in the U.S. As one commentator noted: [Patent policy has now progressed to the point where computer-related inventions no longer are considered a unique class of technology requiring special scrutiny. The fact that [such inventions] rely heavily on mathematical algorithms or implement methods of doing business is not important in appraising their suitability for patent protection]

This position, unique to the U.S. patent system, stands squarely in the path of the goal of international patent harmonization. Our analysis shows that it is highly unlikely that Europe and Japan will adopt the U.S. treatment of business method and software patents. By contrast, the continuing problems that the USPTO has in managing business method patents, the negative impact of patent trolls (patent holders who profit from their intellectual property solely by filing infringement lawsuits against large technology companies), and the growing Supreme Court discomfort with business
method patents provides a clear impetus for U.S. legislative action.266 The following subsections discuss the policy arguments against the liberal granting of business method and software patents. Based upon this analysis, the article concludes with a discussion of recommended reform options available to Congress.


Moving the U.S. patent treatment of business method and software towards the European and Japanese approaches would not only increase harmonization but would also enhance social welfare. Recognition of business method and software patents is welfare diminishing.267 The purpose of patent law is to provide inventors with incentives to innovate by providing limited periods of exclusive control over their inventions.268 The exclusive rights associated with a patent provide its holder with a monopoly over the invention.269 The deadweight losses that accompany underproduction and non-marginal-cost pricing in monopoly situations are also present in markets in which a patented product is dominant with few or no close substitutes.270 The gains in innovation and knowledge creation must be substantial *39 to exceed the losses associated with patent exclusivity. In fact, there is evidence that business method and software patents do not increase innovation.271 Prior to broad recognition of software patents, innovation was extremely high.272 Much of the software innovations during the 1970s and 1980s occurred with little reliance on patent law.273 The culture of computer programmers prior to software patents was one of shared and rapid innovation and continues today in the Open Source movement.274 Rather than enhance innovation, it may be the case that software patents actually impede innovation.275 In the next section, we explore in detail the implications of patent protection for cumulative and sequential technologies.


The potential harm from continued recognition of business method and software patents exceeds the basic social welfare calculus presented above. These additional losses are due to the tendency for business method and software patent grants to be overly broad in scope. One scholar notes:

Because business method patents are non-technical in nature, they tend to be over-inclusive. Specifically, e-commerce “inventions” protected by business method patents “merely apply long-standing business techniques to the Internet.” Thus, these business method patents are granted to protect “broad concepts” rather than actual invention.276 *40 Exacerbating this problem is the limited prior art available to judge whether business method and software patents are truly novel inventions.277 Although Professor Kitch suggests in his prospect theory that broad patent grants may be welfare enhancing,278 this conclusion is based on specific assumptions that likely do not apply to software patents because software innovations are cumulative and sequential in nature.279 Professors Merges and Nelson, in their analysis of patent scope, provide qualitative evidence rebutting Kitch’s conclusion for cumulative innovative technologies.280 In such industries, they argue, holders of broad patents covering key technologies tend to slow innovation rates and block others from gaining access to the subject areas of such patents.281

Software and business method innovations are subject to the dynamics that Merges and Nelson describe for technologies in which innovation occurs in small incremental steps often advancing the prior art with small but significant refinements. A clever programming technique may resolve a problem that may have vexed programmers for months or longer, or a programmer may offer a significantly faster or more efficient approach to addressing a previously solved problem. In these situations, a jury may be unable to recognize the subtlety and significance of the advance. Therefore, a significant and important improvement may be blocked, or even worse, subject to an equivalents claim.282 In sum, the incremental and sequential nature of software innovation, combined with the *41 absence of clear guidance in determining the relevant art, gives patent holders power to block others from innovating in related fields.283

3. The Problem of Non-Disclosure

Patent law requires inventors to publish information that is sufficient to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to make and use the invention.284 However, evidence suggests that U.S. software and business method patent grants tend to be overly broad. This bias is connected to the CAFC’s allowance of such patent claims with limited disclosure.285 For example, the typical published software patent rarely discloses much detail beyond the function or purpose of the invention.286 Inventors prefer to limit disclosure for several reasons. First, the inventor may want to conceal a truly clever innovation from competitors. This strategy, in essence, provides the inventor with a trade secret as well as patent protection. Limited disclosure allows software patent holders to continue benefiting from their invention and related research for longer periods. In such situations, competitors cannot use knowledge learned from the published patent to infringe the software patent or to develop work
around and extensions to the invention. Second, in a patent race, an inventor may wish to stake a claim at the earliest possible date in order to lock out potential challengers. Third, limited disclosure also allows the inventor to exaggerate the breadth of his invention. Fourth, limited disclosure allows inventors to hide defects in enablement specifications. In the last three circumstances, the lack of disclosure gives the inventor additional time to correct defects in his invention and continue research in order to expand his patent’s coverage, while at the same time deterring other potential innovators.

Limited enablement-level disclosure has several additional implications. The first implication is that patent publication does not advance the prior art. The published patent provides little notice as to the boundaries of the patent and fails to provide enough information to facilitate additional research in the field. Without full disclosure, some “innovations” that are obvious extensions cannot be challenged because the prior art is not available. Limited disclosure also creates ambiguity as to the expanse of prior art. This ambiguity enhances the potential for innovators to inadvertently infringe or for patent trolls to claim infringement.287 The following subsection discusses an additional implication, namely, the relationship between limited disclosure and overly broad patent grants.

*42 4. The Relationship Between Patent Breadth and Lack of Disclosure

As discussed in the previous section, there is a tendency for business method and software patents to be overly broad due to the lack of enablement-level disclosure and relatively undeveloped prior-art records. In some cases, the bias towards allowing broad software patents may come close to the level of patenting ideas or, at minimum, protecting unpatentable components of an invention.289 For example, unlike many areas of innovation, there are almost unlimited ways to code a particular software process or function. Some differences are minor consisting of different choices in programming languages or practices. Other differences may be more substantial but do not constitute a significant enough improvement to be considered a new or different invention. However, other differences may represent radically different approaches to addressing and coding the problem. The related innovation may add performance gains and enhanced functionality that are clearly superior to the patent-protected software. However, without a comprehensive prior art record and detailed patent disclosure, patent examiners and courts are unlikely to accurately distinguish infringing minor improvements from software innovations that are different and truly significant advances entitled to protection under the reverse doctrine of equivalents.290 Similarities between patents and such innovations are likely to lead courts and juries to decide in favor of incumbent patents, thereby precluding the marketing of truly innovative advances.291 Thus, extending software patent coverage in such instances significantly increases welfare losses without any concomitant social gain.

B. Reform Recommendations

In light of the preceding section’s analysis, we recommend the adoption of both substantive and procedural reforms to address identified deficiencies in U.S. business method and software patent law. In the area of substantive reforms, we argue that in order to address the problem of patent scope discussed earlier, Congress should adopt an inventive step requirement akin to requirements employed under European and Japanese patent law. For business method and software that fail to satisfy the inventive step requirement, but satisfy all the other patent requirements, Congress should create sui generis protections, which would be of a lower order to those provided under patent law. In the area of process *43 reform, we recommend that the USPTO take measures to more fully enforce the enablement and best mode requirements. It is also important that an enhanced opposition procedure be adopted.

1. Substantive Law Reforms

The probability of Congress or the courts eliminating the now-entrenched recognition of business method and software patents is low.292 Although such patents may not provide significant innovation incentives, they do contribute to corporate wealth.293 The powerful interest groups that benefit from business method and software patents are likely to form a formidable blocking coalition against such a move. Many of the biggest opponents of patent trolls such as Microsoft and other big technology companies also benefit greatly from software patents.294 In addition, the opponents of patent reform have a strong ally in big pharma, which is strongly opposed to legislation that would threaten its ability to protect highly profitable drug patents.295 More importantly, interest groups that favor eliminating these patents are not well organized, and therefore, are unlikely to exert sufficient influence over Congress.296 Thus, this section considers less draconian reforms that Congress is more likely to implement given political realities.

The best alternative short of eliminating business method and software patents is for the U.S. to adopt an inventive step
requirement akin to the European and Japanese approaches. In evaluating a patent claim, the examiner would identify the field or useful art to which the innovation contributes. If the useful art were economics, accounting, math or another business-related field, the claim would not satisfy the inventive step requirement. This approach provides multiple benefits. It eliminates all non-computer-implemented business method patents and raises the bar for software patents. Therefore, the quality of patents issued after implementing this proposal would increase. Second, it would largely harmonize the Trilateral Patent System. The EPO already employs this approach and the Japanese approach is not substantially different.

Alternatively, along with adopting the inventive step requirement for patentability, non-computer-related business method inventions could be protected through the creation of a sui generis category of protection. Such a sui generis or new category of intellectual property protections would likely provide a much reduced duration or term of protection. For example, Jeff Bezos has suggested a protection period of three to five years. This protection would be similar to the E.U. protection granted to developers of databases. Such protection, like those for databases, would only be available to those who have incurred a substantial investment in developing the invention or innovation. Business method and software that fail the inventive step requirement but otherwise satisfy the requirements for patentability would qualify for sui generis protection. This sui generis approach would create an independent category of intellectual property protections. These protections would be of a lower order to protections granted under present patent law.

The primary rationale for sui generis treatment of business method and software patents is that the social costs are so great relative to their social benefits that these costs need to be contained by limiting the exclusivity term. We do not contest the benefit of valuable business method and software patents to their holders; rather we question whether such benefits exceed the social costs such patents impose. We recommend an exclusivity period of three-to-five years. Due to the rapid advance of technology and the generally lower investment levels required to create such inventions relative to the amounts required to produce more technology-intensive investments such as semiconductors and pharmaceutical products, this shorter period would provide inventors enough time to recoup their investments while limiting the innovation-retarding effects on others. The shorter term will also limit the time that patent trolls have to prey on innovative firms with marginal and incremental patent infringement claims. At the same time, it provides sufficient time for innovators to recoup their investments in developing business methods and software.

2. Procedural Reforms

We recommend that Congress adopt a number of procedural reforms to improve the quality of granted patents. First, vigilant enforcement of the enablement and best mode disclosure requirements will dramatically improve prior art records. This reform will help reduce the uncertainty of patent scope and the ability of patent holders to overreach. Such improved disclosure requirements will produce more consistent patent prosecution and reduce the issuance of marginal patents. Second, there remains a need for an effective opposition procedure. Such a process is an integral component of both European and Japanese patent law. It provides an additional means to verify the quality of a patent claim. Allowing third parties to introduce evidence of existing prior art and to question the obviousness of a patent claim will enhance patent quality without significantly increasing the cost of obtaining such patents. Challengers will oppose only controversial and important patents, so any additional expense will be targeted and there will be lower litigation expenses compared to a system in which all patents receive added scrutiny.

V. Conclusion

U.S. court recognition of business method and software patents created a substantial divide in international patent law. Without regard to pragmatic considerations, U.S. courts so far have seen no reason under law to constrain the recognition of either business methods or software patents. By contrast, Europe and Japan have both attempted to limit the negative social welfare implications of expanding patent recognition by legislatively prohibiting non-computer-implemented business method patents and imposing limitations on the patentability of software.

The broad recognition of the patentability of all types of business methods by U.S. courts, including the recognition of non-technical or non-computer-implemented business methods, is the source of significant social welfare losses in the U.S. Europe and Japan’s attempts to draw a line between high and low quality business method and software innovations better balance the need to stimulate innovation while preventing unnecessary anti-competitive or overly broad patent recognition. Furthermore, the lack of consistency and harmony among members of the Trilateral Patent System due to the U.S. recognition of business methods increases the costs of engaging in international business.
After reviewing the current state of business method and software patent law internationally, we conclude that the requirement of an inventive step found in Europe is superior to the U.S. approach. Although commentators have criticized the European approach for being opaque, the approach does a superior job of distinguishing between innovative and non-innovative computer-implemented inventions. The U.S. approach does not promote efficiency and is extremely costly from a social-welfare perspective. For these reasons, Europe and Japan are unlikely to follow the U.S. lead in the treatment of business method and software patents. While the European and Japanese approaches are not optimal, they come much closer to achieving optimality than does the U.S. approach. Therefore, it follows that the best possibility for international harmonization of business method and software patent law rests on reforming the U.S. patent system in order to bring it into alignment with European patent law.

The U.S. adoption of an inventive step requirement for computer-implemented business method and software innovations and the creation of sui generis protection for non-computer-implemented business methods would promote international harmonization while significantly increasing the efficiency of U.S. business method and software patent law. Less dramatic changes would also add to the efficiency of U.S. patent law in this area. Strict enforcement of enablement and best mode disclosure requirements would reduce ambiguity and limit opportunistic behavior. Finally, creating a post-grant third-party opposition process would add an important error-correcting mechanism that has proven effective in Europe and Japan. The reforms recommended here would significantly enhance the efficiency of U.S. business method and software patent law while achieving a higher level of international patent law harmonization.
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See EPC, supra note 93, art. 5; Japan Patent Law, supra note 218, arts. 113-15.

See, e.g., Evensen, supra note 10, at 1383-91 (suggesting the creation of a patent validity court that independently evaluates patent prior art for pending patent claims).

See supra Part III.

The Japanese approach, while similar to that of Europe, is more lenient issuing patents on many claims that the EPO would reject. See supra note 255 and accompanying text.

See supra note 156 and accompanying text.

See supra notes 152-155 and accompanying text.
See supra Part III.
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